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January 16, 2017 

BC Farm Industry Review Board 

Draft Terms of Reference  

Quota Assessment Tools Evaluation  

I. Purpose   

To evaluate outcomes of BCFIRB’s 2005 Specialty Review transfer assessment directions, as 

they pertain to the effectiveness, utility and continued appropriateness of quota assessment 

tools, in light of: 

 The 2005 transfer assessment related policy objectives; and, 

 Supporting delivery of sound marketing outcomes in a rapidly changing environment. 

II. Focus 

The evaluation will be focused on the following proposed areas:  

 Quota movement  

o Whether, and to what extent, the current structure of transfer assessments is 

impacting the movement of quota between producers. 

 Barriers to entry 

o Identify and review current quota-related barriers to entry, current programs 

and tools and/or actions that could reduce quota-related barriers to entry.  

 Industry renewal 

o Evaluate the traditional outlook on succession (family) and related quota 

transfer assessment exemptions. 

These areas of focus may be adjusted or added to as the project unfolds.  

III. Rationale 

Since 2005, supply managed commodity production and associated value chains have changed 

considerably. An evaluation of BCFIRB’s 2005 (and subsequent) quota transfer assessment 

directions is warranted and timely.  The evaluation is intended to determine if desired policy 

outcomes are still being achieved and if there are unintended or adverse consequences that need 

to be addressed.    

Some commodities have seen significant growth in production and diversification, including 

dairy, eggs, and chicken - and by extension, hatching eggs. Other commodities face a more 

challenging market environment, such as turkey. Retail and processor consolidation continues 

not only provincially, but also nationally and globally, with associated pressures on market 

share. Industry and market conditions have not only changed since 2005, the pace of change is 

also accelerating. Alongside these changes, public demands are shifting rapidly, with increased 

interest in where food comes from and how it is produced.  
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Since 2005, several commodity boards have proposed different industry driven changes to 

BCFIRB’s 2005 quota transfer assessment directions. BCFIRB has approved some of the 

requested changes. Others were not approved due to a lack of data, rationale or other due 

process considerations. Some of the approved changes apply across all commodities (e.g., 

establishment of family transfer assessment exemptions), while others only apply to one 

commodity (e.g., extension of transfer assessment exemptions to nieces, nephews and 

grandchildren in dairy).  Looking forward, change requests from the Egg Board and Turkey 

Board are under development.   

Given industry developments over the last eleven years, past and future requests to amend 

BCFIRB’s transfer assessment directions, and accelerating rate of industry change, an analysis 

of changes made since 2005 will help determine if the assessment tools are still meeting 

intended outcomes and apply as appropriate to all or some sectors.  

Informal producer and stakeholder input to BCFIRB and the commodity boards continues to be 

received on the effectiveness, utility and continued appropriateness of the assessment tools. A 

comprehensive consultation of the producers and other members of the value chain in the 

supply managed industries will be part of this project.  

BCFIRB is the supervisory agency of commodity boards under the Natural Products Marketing 

(BC) Act. BCFIRB is responsible for ensuring its regulatory directions support the supply 

managed sector in being responsive and successful now and in the future, in support of orderly 

marketing and the public interest.  

IV. Background – 2005 Specialty Review   

BCFIRB’s review of specialty production and new entrant programs completed in 2005 (“2005 

Specialty Review”), established overarching quota management principles and specific 

directives, in consultation with the supply-managed commodity boards (“boards”), industry 

stakeholders and the Ministry of Agriculture. 

The 2005 Specialty Review’s primary goals were to develop policies and principles to support 

and promote specialty markets and new entrants in the supply management system, consistent 

with the Ministry of Agriculture’s July 2004 Regulated Marketing Economy Policy.  The 2004 

Ministry policy is contained in Appendix 1.    

Principles and Directives 

A summary list of BCFIRB’s 2005 policies, principles and directions is attached in Appendix 2.  

Appendix 3 provides a summary of BCFIRB’s quota transfer assessment policies and 

directions. It includes a description of direct transfer assessments and deemed transfer 

assessments.  
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Subsequent amendments to BCFIRB’s 2005 directions include: 

September 2, 2005 - Policies and principles established on September 1, 2005 arising from 

the 2005 Specialty Review were extended to all quota (mainstream, specialty and new 

entrant).  

January 26, 2007 - Siblings exempted from transfer assessments. Limited to transfers for 

succession planning purposes and where the quota transferred would remain attached to the 

“family farm”
1
. 

July 20, 2006 - Turkey Board requested, and BCFIRB agreed, to change from “direct 

transfer assessment” to “deemed transfer assessment”.  

September 2, 2009 – Turkey Board requested and received no objection from BCFIRB to 

change from “deemed transfer assessment” to “direct transfer assessment”. 

January 26, 2015 – BCFIRB approved the Milk Board request to extend transfer 

assessment exemptions to include nieces, nephews and grandchildren of quota holders and 

the nieces, nephews and grandchildren of spouses of quota holders
2
, based on several 

conditions. These conditions included new entrant program recipients are not entitled to 

receive benefits in the form of quota transfers exempt from transfer assessments in addition 

to new entrant benefits for a period of ten years following receipt of new entrant quota; and, 

the Milk Board demonstrates to BCFIRB and stakeholders in its annual reporting that quota 

continues to be available and is being used to fulfill the policy objectives as described in the 

2005 Specialty Review. 

Additional requests for amendments received by BCFIRB that did not result in amendments to 

BCFIRB’s 2005 directions include: 

May 2014 – Egg Board requested amendments to eliminate the 5% assessment on historical 

quota; replace Last-In-First-Out with First-In-First Out; and replace 10/10/10 with 20/6/0. 

The Egg Board later withdrew its requests before BCFIRB reached any decisions. 

May 2014 – Chicken Board requested the new entrant program be able to exempt the 

following transactions from its funding formula: transfers to direct family members; and, 

business restructuring involving change from partnership to corporation within the 

shareholders remaining the same or a change in the percentage of ownership between 

shareholders of a company. BCFIRB requested further clarification. 

July 2014 – Turkey Board supported extending the transfer exemptions to include nieces, 

nephews and children (Milk Board proposal); removal of 5% on historical quota (Egg 

Board proposal). BCFIRB requested further clarification.   

                                                           
1
 Exemptions transfer assessments were originally limited to direct family members as defined as spouse, sons and 

daughters and for business reorganization purposes where the ownership percentages do not change. 
2
 NOTE: This extension of transfer exemptions ONLY applies to the Milk Board. 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/organizational-structure/boards-commissions-tribunals/bc-farm-industry-review-board/regulated-marketing/supervisory-reviews/supervisory-review-decisions/speciality-review-2005/concurr_dec_new_alloc_sept2_05.pdf
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/organizational-structure/boards-commissions-tribunals/bc-farm-industry-review-board/regulated-marketing/supervisory-reviews/supervisory-review-decisions/speciality-review-2005/sibling_ex_07_jan26.pdf
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/organizational-structure/boards-commissions-tribunals/bc-farm-industry-review-board/regulated-marketing/supervisory-reviews/supervisory-review-decisions/bc-milk-marketing-board-decisions/15_jan_26_bcfirb_decision_mmb_quota_transfer_assessments.pdf
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Today, there is one request and one pending request regarding BCFIRB’s 2005 directions: 

September 2016 – Turkey Board requested new entrant quota be subject to transfer 

assessment exemptions where: 

 the transfer is to a direct family member (spouse, child and child’s spouse);  

 a transfer occurs among siblings for reasons related to succession planning; and 

 the quota amount being transferred will remain attached to the family farm and 

the quota had been produced by the same new entrant for more than 10 years. 

 

Forthcoming – Egg Board will be requesting changes, which are anticipated to include a 

request for amendments to LIFO 10/10/10 for new entrant and mainstream quota.   

V. Process  

A three phase SAFETI-based
3
 approach with a total of approximately 10-12 month timeline is 

proposed as follows:  

Phase I: Establishing project framework, information requirements and submission 

timeline (2 months) 

November – January 2017 

Announcement made to commodity boards on November 22, 2016 about the review, including 

the project purpose, scope and rationale. Follow up letter from Executive Director in mid-

December containing further details about the review, date of an introductory workshop 

(February 3, 2107), and areas for review by commodity boards in advance of the workshop.  

Commodity boards and BCFIRB prepare for workshop in December and January 2017.  

February 3, 2017  

Hold a one day workshop with BCFIRB and all of the commodity boards, Follow-up meetings 

can be held as needed. 

The workshop would be followed by a formal letter communicating the final process approved 

by BCFIRB:  scope, timelines, BCFIRB expectations of the commodity boards and their role 

in the process, and confirmation of specific questions to be answered. 

Phase II: Commodity Board Analysis/Consultations & Submissions to BCFIRB (4 months) 

February – May 2017 

Commodity boards research, analyze and consult on the identified questions. BCFIRB would 

continue to work with the boards to support and guide their work where needed. 

                                                           
3
 Strategic Accountable Faire Effective Transparent Inclusive 
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Phase III: BCFIRB Analysis and Decision-Making (4-6 months)  

June - November 2017 

Commodity boards provide submissions to BCFIRB by June 2017.   

From June to November, BCFIRB reviews and analyzes in context of intended policy 

outcomes, industry strategic plans, and other considerations as needed.  Further information or 

process may be needed in some areas.   

BCFIRB will use a SAFETI-based analysis to determine what changes, if any, are needed to 

its current quota assessment directions to continue to support industry growth and 

diversification, reduce barriers to entry and promote industry renewal.     

The outcome of the process will be communicated to commodity boards in late 2017. 

VI. BCFIRB’s Draft Questions  

Evaluate transfer assessment policies on market entry, quota movement and price 

 Have quota transfer assessments (direct and deemed) been successful in making quota 

available for  reducing barriers to entry, promoting new entrants and meeting other policy 

objectives, such as market development?  

 Have transfer assessments been successful in keeping people active and engaged in the 

industry, deterring selling quota for windfall gains vs. producing it?  How big is this risk? 

 Have transfer assessments limited the transfer of quota, as if so, to what extent? Do you 

think this is contributing to increases in the price of quota?   

 If assessments are limiting quota sales between producers, are the resulting effects 

dependent on the state of the industry? (e.g., declining, stable, growth)? 

 Do transfer assessments impact new entrants, specialty and mainstream producers 

differently, and if so, how?  

Evaluate quota-related barriers to entry 

 How successful have new entrant programs been at reducing barriers to entry? 

 Are there other ways in which new people are entering the industry? What are they and 

how prevalent are they? 

 What contribution are transfer assessments making towards ‘board reserve’ for addressing 

barriers to entry and changing markets? In other words, how much of the quota allocated 

to new entrants and specialty production is garnered from quota assessments? 

 What is the longevity of new entrants in your industry? 

 Can quota be leased in your sector and, if so, under what circumstances? Does the leasing 

of quota reduce barriers or enable more new entrants?  

 Are there any changes to quota transfer assessments – or other tools - that could further 

reduce barriers to entry and increase quota availability? 
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Evaluate the traditional outlook on succession (family) and quota assessment exemptions 

 Do current transfer exemptions work to support industry renewal or succession planning in 

your sector? If yes/no, why?  What changes, if any, are needed? 

 Do current transfer assessments and exemptions enable producers to sell/transfer their 

farms sufficiently intact to remain financially or operationally viable? Are whole farm 

transfers still important for succession or industry health?  

 Is the traditional “family farm” approach to succession changing? If so, to what degree? 

 To what extent and how do ‘succession transfers’ support industry health and growth -- 

now and in the future? 

 Are non-family succession structures important for industry success going forward? If so, 

are there related quota management tools that could support this approach to farm 

succession in addition to, or in place of, transfer assessment exemptions?  

 

VII. Additional Considerations 

BCFIRB and the supply managed boards operate in a coordinated federal-provincial system. 

Within that system, BCFIRB can: 

 Take direct action provincially to help achieve outcomes (e.g. this evaluation); and, 

 Influence actions nationally to drive outcomes. 

While this project focuses provincially, questions regarding quota movement, barriers to entry 

and industry renewal are also impacted by decisions made at the national level. 

BCFIRB can work directly to manage limited resources (quota) within the province to support 

sound marketing policy outcomes. 

Concurrently, BCFIRB can work at the national level on receiving adequate allocations and 

operating to fulfill the intent of the system (e.g., chicken operating agreement, egg federal 

provincial agreement, and the turkey allocation policy).  

Appendices 

1. Ministry of Agriculture’s July 2004 Regulated Marketing Economy Policy 

2. BCFIRB policy principles that resulted from the 2005 Speciality Review  

3. Background Information on Deemed and Direct Transfer Assessments and Exemptions  


